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I.

SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND AND AIMS

Nowadays besides deep geophysical exploration the near-surface investigation has
significance for the solution of geophysical engineering, geotechnical or hydrogeological
problems.
The measurement range of geophysical engineering exploration is the uppermost 5-25 m layer
of the earth crust. Seismic engineering methods – mainly refraction seismic methods are some
of the most effective tools for its exploration, definition of geological layers and their physical
parameters besides geomagnetic, geoelectric and gravitational methods (Ádám 1984). In
seismic refraction methods the aim is the determination of the velocity structure. Applying the
appropriate geophones P- and S-wave velocities can be estimated, and by that several other
geological parameters (e.g. Young modulus, Poisson ratio) can be calculated.
In my doctoral studies I examine the near-surface geological structures with seismic methods.
My purpose is to give solutions for problems occurring during field measurements and in the
forward and inverse seismic refraction problems.
Our experiences gained during the seismic investigation of near surface structures have shown
that the accuracy of the exact trigger time has great importance (Sun 2000; Martino, Scarascia
Mugnozza 2005). This mainly causes problems in field measurements solving engineering
geophysical, geotechnical problems, when the investigated depth is only a few meters. In
these cases the highest registered traveltimes are around 40-50 ms compared to it the 1-3 ms
trigger error is significant. The inaccuracy of the trigger time can cause evaluation problems
that have not been studied before. Therefore, for the elimination of this problem, it was my
aim to develop new evaluation procedures and inversion methods using traveltime
differences. The idea of traveltime differences is originated from Dobróka et al. (1992).
In the field of refraction seismics usually two-layered models are evaluated in the inversion
process. However in multilayered cases the problem of ambiguity can be experienced that has
not been investigated earlier. In my PhD studies one of my aims was to investigate this
problem with the series expansion based (Dobróka 1994) refraction inversion method
developed in the Department of Geophysics of the University of Miskolc (Ormos 2002). I
examined the limits and reliability of the method and I found solution for the ambiguity
question that arose during the evaluation of datasets measured above laterally changing
multilayered geological structures.
My further aim was to make the series expansion based refraction inversion insensitive to the
trigger error. For this reason I have inserted the so-called ‘iterative traveltime difference
algorithm’ into the series expansion based refraction inversion algorithm. Therefore I created
a new inversion technique that is less sensitive to trigger error and that is capable of
evaluating datasets measured above two-dimensional structures.
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II.

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH WORK

In my PhD dissertation firstly I give a short literary outline of near-surface seismics; seismic
refraction methods in more details. Then I present the most frequently used inversion
techniques for the evaluation of geophysical datasets. In the third part of the theoretical
introduction I highlight the seismic refraction measurement error that was barely studied
before.
I present this trigger error with analytical derivations and as a result I present numerical
correlations among the quantity of the trigger error, the parameter values and the estimation
error of each parameter. As a result of this analytical examination I also developed two new
inversion methods for the elimination of the trigger error. Using these methods the
calculations are performed with traveltime differences instead of the measured full traveltime
data. As the inverse problem is overdetermined and well-conditioned, I applied the Damped
Least Squares method for developing the inversion algorithms. In the so-called ‘exact
traveltime difference algorithm’ a traveltime difference dataset is created from the measured
dataset. Properly chosen reference geophones are used for this purpose and the measured
dataset is corrected with the reference traveltimes. In the inversion procedure a difference
Jacobi’s matrix is produced from the original Jacobi’s matrix by subtracting the reference
geophones’ matrix lines from all the other matrix lines connected to the same source point.
Therefore the method gives a mathematically exact solution however an essential change has
to be performed on the original refraction inversion technique (as every newly calculated data
is related to two rays instead of one).It was necessary to develop an inversion method that
applies traveltime differences but the inversion algorithm remains as the one that uses full
traveltime data. This method is called ‘iterative traveltime difference algorithm’ as the
inversion is solved in two cycles embedded into one another. A traveltime difference dataset
is created from the measured one and it is added together with the reference traveltimes
calculated on the actual model. A new ‘measured dataset’ is calculated in each outer iteration
step. The traveltimes calculated on the new model are compared to the new ‘measured
dataset’ in the inner cycle. Both new traveltime difference refraction inversion methods were
tested on synthetic datasets where the random noise (with Gaussian distribution), the trigger
error and the impact of the initial model distance were studied.
In the following chapters of my PhD thesis I examined the resolution characteristics and
reliability of the series expansion based refraction inversion method developed in the
Department of Geophysics of the University of Miskolc. I present the results of my
investigations on synthetic and field datasets, revealing the limitations and reliability of the
method.
During the investigation of the series expansion based refraction inversion I examined a
relatively barely studied problem: the problem of ambiguity. In this kinematic multilayer
refraction inversion method the ambiguity problem can arise because all the propagation
velocity and layer thickness parameters may vary laterally along the section and these
parameters are described by continuous basis functions expanded in series. For the solution of
this problem, besides the application of optimal number of coefficients – successfully used by
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Gyulai et al. (2010) – I give two possibilities: the ambiguous parameters has to be estimated
with functions expanded in series with significantly different lengths or the estimation has to
be done with different basis functions expanded in series for the ambiguous parameters. Both
methods were successfully tested on synthetic and field datasets as well.
In the last part of my thesis I embedded the traveltime difference refraction inversion
algorithm into the series expansion based refraction inversion method, therefore creating a
new inversion method for the evaluation of seismic refraction data measured above 2D
geological structures. With this new method the impact of trigger error can be highly reduced
and we can evaluate datasets measured above laterally varying two-dimensional geological
structures. Similarly to my earlier studies, this method was also tested with synthetic and field
datasets as well.

III. NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS
Thesis Statement 1
I analytically examined the effect of surface seismic refraction measurement trigger error for
two-layered, one-dimensional geological structures concerning the calculated velocities and
layer thicknesses. As a result of this analytical derivation I gave the values of v1(ih)(Eq.1) and
h(ih) (Eq.2) that mean the erroneously defined v1 and h parameters resulted from the general
evaluation of datasets with trigger error. The following statements are resulted from my
investigations:
a) As a result of my analytical investigations I determined that in the evaluation of a dataset
full of trigger errors in case of a model with smaller layer thickness the v1 parameter can be
defined with lower accuracy (Eq.1). Besides, as a result of systematical tests I determined
that the defining accuracy of parameter v1 is minimal at a value of v2/v1=~1.6. If their ratio
is different from that, this value increases:
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b) As a result of my analytical investigations I determined that in the evaluation of a dataset
full of trigger errors, the higher the ratio of v2/v1 the lower is the defining accuracy of
parameter h (Eq.2):
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Thesis Statement 2
For the elimination of trigger error I developed two new algorithms that are capable of
evaluating multilayered, one-dimensional geological structures. These methods are the socalled ‘exact traveltime difference’ and the so-called ‘iterative traveltime difference inversion
methods’. I examined the effect of trigger error using synthetic datasets with noise of
Gaussian distribution.
a) The so-called ‘exact traveltime difference inversion method’ gives a mathematically exact
solution. I developed a totally different inversion algorithm for this purpose compared to
the solution using full traveltimes. The method calculates with traveltime differences and
difference Jacobi’s matrices. I proved that applying the so-called ‘exact traveltime
difference method’ the effect of trigger error can be eliminated and the results are reliable.
b) In the so-called ‘iterative traveltime difference inversion method’ the estimation is fulfilled
in two iteration cycles embedded into each other. During the process of Jacobi’s matrices
calculation I use full traveltimes. I proved that with this method the effect of trigger error
can be eliminated and the results are reliable.

Thesis Statement 3
As a result of my investigations concerning the reliability and applicability of the series
expansion based refraction inversion method - developed in the Department of Geophysics of
the University of Miskolc - I determined that the method is applicable on laterally ‘quickly
changing’ geological structures in an extent that is acceptable in the engineering practice. The
results of my synthetic tests confirmed that according to the examined model the results are
usable in engineering practice (the relative model distance is below 5%) if the lateral change
of layer thickness is approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the lateral change of
the structure.

Thesis Statement 4
I solved the problem of ambiguity – arisen during the application of the series expansion
based refraction inversion method – in two different ways. I defined the parameters and series
expansion coefficients causing ambiguity. For the solution I proposed two possible solutions besides the application of optimal number of coefficients (Gyulai et al. 2010). I confirmed my
propositions with synthetic examination results.
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a) In the evaluation of two-dimensional, three-layered geological structures I decreased the
level of ambiguity by describing the ambiguous parameters with different number of series
expansion coefficients but the same basis function (Fourier series). I tested the proposed
method on synthetic and field datasets as well.
b) In the evaluation of two-dimensional, three-layered geological structures I decreased the
level of ambiguity by describing the ambiguous parameters with series expansion of
different basis functions (Fourier series and trigonometric series). I tested the proposed
method on synthetic and field datasets as well.

Thesis Statement 5
I created a new traveltime difference series expansion based inversion method by combining
the iterative traveltime difference algorithm (presented in thesis 2.b) and the series expansion
based refraction inversion method. The series expansion coefficients are estimated in the
inversion process instead of the parameters. Throughout my investigations I proved that the
new method is successfully applicable for the evaluation of datasets full of trigger error,
measured above two-dimensional, laterally changing geological structures. The results have
reliability appropriate for engineering practice.
I successfully tested the new method on differently erroneous synthetic datasets and field
datasets as well.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS
In my PhD dissertation I investigated the near-surface refraction seismic methods. The
problems arising during measurement and evaluation have great importance in practice.
The newly developed refraction inversion methods can be successfully applied in the
geophysical and engineering practice if trigger error exists in the measured dataset. It is
especially significant if the measurement was fulfilled on hard geophysical site or in bad
conditions and the poor quality measurement cannot be repeated. In such cases the dataset can
only be qualitatively improved during processing and evaluation. The above presented
developments have significance also in the process and evaluation of well-bore acoustic
datasets.
A possible way for the further development of these methods is the introduction of new basis
functions into the series expansion based inversion method and the estimation of additional
physical parameters (geophysical terrain, elasticity modulus, etc.) in the inversion process.
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